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Preface
FLUO+ 3.4 is an additional multi-color fluorescence imaging software module. Up to 8
digital images acquired with different fluorescence filters can be composed into one
multi-color image.
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Installation of FLUO+ 3.4 Module
Note

For the successful FLUO+ 3.4 module installation it is necessary to have the
QuickPHOTOCAMERA,QuickPHOTOMICRO orQuickPHOTO INDUSTRIAL
program in version 3.1 installed on your computer.

Note

In case you do not have the permission to use the FLUO+ 3.4 module contained
in your dongle or you are installing the module into a trial version of the one of
the above mentioned programs (no dongle is present), the FLUO+ 3.4 module
will run in a mode of a demo version. The demo version provides all the functions
of a full version, but a watermark will be inserted into the created images. Each
time you will run the demo version you will be informed about that fact. If you
want to purchase a full version, contact your software supplier.

Insert the installation CD of FLUO+ 3.4 module into your CD/DVD-ROM drive. An
autorun screen will appear. If the autorun screen does not appear, launch the autorun.exe
file from the installation CD manually. Select Install FLUO+ 3.4 option.

An installation wizard will appear. Select the desired language and continue by the Next
button. The wizard will search your computer for installed QuickPHOTO CAMERA,
QuickPHOTO MICRO or QuickPHOTO INDUSTRIAL programs. In case there is more
then one QuickPHOTO version installed on your computer, choose the desired version
into which the FLUO+ 3.4 module should be installed from the displayed list and click
the Next button.

Continue following the on-screen instructions.
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Use of FLUO+ 3.4 Module
1. Selection of Images Intended for Composition and

Starting up of the Module
Module FLUO+ 3.4 enables you to compose images opened in the Thumbnail Browser of
the main program.

How to Run the Module:

1. Acquire images using an imaging device or open images intended for composition in
the main program.

2. In the Thumbnail Browser of themain program select images intended for composition.
Thumbnails of the selected images will be indicated with frames. Selection of images
can be done in a similar way as files selection in theWindows®Explorer (all thumbnails
can be selected using a [Ctrl+A] key shortcut, continuous selection using the [Shift]
key and discontinuous selection using the [Ctrl] key).

3. Run the FLUO+ 3.4 module from the Modules → FLUO+ 3.4 menu or by clicking

the icon in the Toolbar.

A window of the FLUO+ 3.4 module with the thumbnails of selected images will open.

Important

Images intended for composition must be of the same size in pixels (for example
1600 x 1200).
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Note

For using of the FLUO+ 3.4 module we recommend to activate the Dark color
theme in the main program. This color theme was especially designed for work
with fluorescent images so that the computer screen does not blind the user.
Activation of theDark color theme can be done in theOptions of themain program
(Edit→Options...). In the part markedGeneral activate a tab named Appearance
and Layout. On this tab make the change in the settings in the Color Theme part.

2. Setting of Custom Colors
Use of custom colors enables coloring of fractional fluorescent images acquired with
a monochromatic digital camera or re-coloring of color images. Setting of custom colors
needs to be done only once. Selected colors will be remembered for further use of the
FLUO+ 3.4 module.

How to Set Custom Colors:

In the bottom part of the opened window of the FLUO+ 3.4 module, in the partUse Colors
activate the Custom option and click the Define Colors button.

A Custom Color Settings dialog box will open:
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This dialog box enables to set a set of custom colors according to the fluorescent filters
which are being used on the microscope. Individual colors can be defined either using the
color hue selection or by defining of the desired wavelength of the emission fluorescent
light.

Custom Color Settings dialog window consists of two main parts:

• PartWavelength/Color Selection - this part is designed for color selection and its saving
to one of the positions in the Defined Colors (Positions 1-18) part. Colors may be
selected by clicking of the left mouse button into the displayed spectrum or by inscribing
of the desired wavelength value into theWavelength/Color field. Preview of the selected
color will be displayed next to this field.

• Part Defined Colors (Positions 1-18) - this part contains 18 positions (slots) for saving
of the custom colors. Several positions contain predefined most frequently used colors.
These colors can be redefined or deleted. Each position is represented with a colored
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square, has a serial number, and in case it contains a color, it is indicated with a name
and selected wavelength.

How to Select and Save a Custom Color:

1. Select the desired color in the Wavelength/Color Selection part by clicking the left
mouse button into the displayed spectrum or inscribe the desired value into the
Wavelength/Color field.

2. In the Defined Colors (Positions 1-18) part select, by clicking the left mouse button,
a position into which you want to save the selected color.

3. Perform saving by clicking the Save SelectedWavelength/Color into Selected Position
button.

4. In the opened dialog box fill in the color's name (for example FITC according to the
used staining) and confirm it by clicking the OK button.

Above mentioned procedure can as well be applied for redefining of already saved colors.

If you want to change the name of an already saved color, select the desired position and
click the Rename button. In the opened dialog box rewrite the color's name and confirm
it by clicking the OK button.

If you want to exchange the content of two positions, select one of the positions containing
a color intended for the exchange and click the Swap Positions button. In the opened dialog
box select the second position intended for the exchange and confirm it by clicking the
OK button.

To delete one of the saved colors, select the desired position and click the Delete button.

Backup, Loading, Restoration and Deleting of all Custom Colors

Complete setting of custom colors can be saved into a backup file by clicking the Backup
Colors button and by selecting of a name and location of the backup file.
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Setting of custom colors can be renewed from the backup file by clicking the Load Colors
button and successive selection of the backup file. This action rewrites the current settings
of the custom colors by a setting loaded from the backup file.

Clicking theDefault button will restore the default setting of custom colors (default setting
after the module's installation).

Clicking the Delete All button will erase the content of all positions.

To confirm made changes, close the Custom Color Settings dialog box by clicking the OK
button.

3. Setting of Parameters for Composing of Images
FLUO+ 3.4 module window consists of several parts:

• Thumbnails with Control Elements - contains thumbnails of images intended for
composing.

• Preview - displays a preview of a composed image according to the set parameters for
composition. All changes in the settings of parameters for composing are displayed
interactively in the Preview.

• Control Elements in the bottom part - this part contains control elements for the setting
of the color mode, for saving of the settings of the module into the backup file/loading
of the settings from a file and control elements for setting of the Preview display size.
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Selection of the Color Mode

Module FLUO+ 3.4 enables to work with fluorescent images in two different color modes.
Switching of the color mode can be done using the control elements in theUse Colors part
in the bottom part of the FLUO+ 3.4 module window. There are two different options
available:

• Original - if this option is active, original colors from the fractional fluorescent images
will be used in the composed image. This option is suitable for composing of fluorescent
images acquired using a color digital camera.

• Custom - when this option is active, the use of custom colors will be activated. Each
thumbnail will have an active Color menu for selection of the desired color; selection
can be done from a list of custom colors. This option enables coloring of fluorescent
images acquired using a monochromatic digital camera or re-coloring of color images
according to your need.
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Control Elements in the Thumbnails Part

Above the image thumbnails there is a status bar displayed which contains information
about the number of images opened in the FLUO+ 3.4 module and a number of images
selected for composition. Next to these data there is a Restore Default Settings of All
Images button. Clicking this button will restore the default settings of all parameters for
composing (except for the Color parameter) for all images.

Each image thumbnail is equipped with several control elements for setting of parameters
for composing:

Include this Image into Composition: after opening of the
FLUO+ 3.4 module, all images contained in the Thumbnails
part have checked the Include this Image into Composition
option. This means that all these images will be included in
the composed image. If you do not want to include some of
the images displayed in the Thumbnail panel in the composing,
uncheck this option.

Restore Default Settings of this Image: this button will restore the following parameters
for the given image: Intensity, X Shift, Y Shift and Adjust Histogram to the default
values.
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Intensity: this control element enables to set the intensity with
which will the fractional fluorescent image be visible in the
composed image. If the fractional image is, in the composed
image not clearly visible, enhance the intensity (using the slider
or type in the value into the field on the right hand side from the
slider) and vice versa. Clicking the Default link will restore the
default value of the Intensity element.

X Shift, Y Shift: these control elements enable to accurately adjust the
mutual position of individual fractional fluorescent images in the
composed image.

Adjust Histogram: this button will open a dialog box for the histogram adjustment.

Color: this drop-down menu is active in case the Custom
option in theUse Colors part is active. This drop-down menu
contains a list of custom colors. Desired color can be assigned
to the given image by selection of the color from this
drop-down menu. If you want to, for a certain image, use the
original colors (for example for image acquired using the
method of differential interference contrast); select the Use
Original option from this drop-down menu.

Histogram Adjustment

For each fractional fluorescent image it is possible to make a histogram adjustment. This
function may be activated by clicking the Adjust Histogram button in the control
elements next to the thumbnail of the desired image. A Histogram Adjustment dialog box
will open.
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This dialog box consists of several parts:

In the Channel part you can choose in which color channel of the image will the histogram
adjustment take place. Option Luminosity (recommended option for monochromatic
fluorescent images) affects the whole image (all color channels at the same time). If you
check the Color Channels option, it is possible to adjust individual color channels
independently.

In the Input Values part actual histogram adjustments take place. Displayed graph represents
a histogram for a channel selected in the Channel part. Histogram scale can be changed
using the vertical Scaling slider. Under the histogram graph, there are small triangles
displayed on the edges. These small triangles can be moved and thus set the border
histogram values, the so called "black point" (left triangle), and the so called "white point"
(right triangle). Set values are displayed in editable fields under the histogram. When
adjusting histogram of monochromatic fluorescent images, moving the "black point" to
the right will darken the background. Moving the "white point" to the left will gain the
fluorescent signal.
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In the bottom part of the window, there are image previews before and after changes have
been made. Buttons and between both previews are there for the change of display
size of both previews. After previews have been zoomed in, it is possible to, by dragging
the mouse while holding the left mouse button, move both previews.Default Values button
in the bottom part of the window will bring all settings in this dialog box to the original
state. Changes made can be applied to the whole image by clicking the OK button.

4. Image Composition

After setting of all desired parameters for composing click the Compose
button. Composed image will be displayed in the main program, where you can continue
working with it and save it. Composed image will be named fm_#####.suffix, where #####
is the serial number assigned to the image by the main program. FLUO+ 3.4 module
window will remain opened for prospective repeated composing with a different setting
of parameters.

5. Coloring/Re-coloring of the Image (without
composition)

Module FLUO+ 3.4 can also be used for coloring of monochromatic or re-coloring of color
fluorescent images. Proceed as follows:

1. Acquire an image or open it in the main program.

2. Select the image intended for coloring/re-coloring in the Thumbnail Browser of the
main program and run the FLUO+ 3.4 module.

3. In the Use Colors part activate the Custom option.

4. In the control elements of the image thumbnail in the FLUO+ 3.4 module select from
the Color drop-down menu the desired color.

5.
Click the Compose button.
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6. The colored/re-colored image will be displayed in the main program.

6. Saving of Settings of the FLUO+ 3.4 Module into the
Backup File/Loading of the Settings from the Backup
Complete settings of the FLUO+ 3.4 module can be saved into the backup file by clicking
the Backup Settings button and selecting a name and location of the
backup file. The settings of the following parameters will be saved into the file: Intensity,
X Shift, Y Shift and used color for each image and the whole custom color setting.

Loading of the saved settings from the backup file can be done by clicking the
Load Settings button and by selecting a file containing the backup set.
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Minimal System Requirements
Minimal Computer Requirements:

• Single-core 2.4 GHz or multi-core processor
• 1 GB RAM
• CD/DVD-ROM drive
• Microsoft® Windows® XP(SP3)/Vista®/7/8

Supported QuickPHOTO Program Versions:

• QuickPHOTO CAMERA 3.1
• QuickPHOTO MICRO 3.1
• QuickPHOTO INDUSTRIAL 3.1

Microsoft®, Windows®, Vista® are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corp.

v.207
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